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The Local Intelligence Hub is a platform to find and interrogate data about local MPs, constituencies, public opinion and 
the climate and nature movement in order to support our campaigning and organising efforts.

In collaboration with mySociety and Green Alliance, The Climate Coalition created the Local Intelligence Hub to bring 
together (with both local and national views) disparate sets of publicly available and private data.  We recognised lots of 
data was around, or held by our members and stakeholders, but it was not easily accessible or interactive. We spotted 
a gap in the digital tools available to us and decided to create something new and useful to the climate, environment 
and development sectors.

What is the Local Intelligence Hub?



Read the full letter from The Climate Coalition’s Co-Directors, 
Bronwen Smith-Thomas, and Jon Powlesland here.

A message from The Climate Coalition’s Co-Directors

https://drive.google.com/file/d/11X00khO4KWB9IBicoGv0H8s-HtF2F0FU/view?usp=share_link


There are many uses for the tool and you will soon get to 
grips with using it. You will see options for searching for 
constituency pages, filtering by data criteria and building 
national maps of filtered constituencies. 

You’re able to download .csv files of your filtering criteria for 
further analysis. You can also add data columns to your 
table to pack it with the information that you need.

Watch the video to see some of the fundamentals of 
constituency pages and filtering.

How to use the hub

https://docs.google.com/file/d/15GrWfs5mrfCM2MafG6FZjIxht3NSBA16/preview


Hub Demo - share screen



We can work with you to get your data incorporated into the Local Intelligence Hub. You can choose whether it’s made 
available just to other Climate Coalition members, or to all users of the Hub. Contact us to arrange a call.

How can I add data to the Hub?

https://www.localintelligencehub.com/contact/


By using the Local Intelligence Hub, you agree to use the tool 
in the spirit of collaboration and to further our collective 
mission, rather than for singular gain or competition. We 
encourage respectful and constructive engagement with the 
data found on the platform. 

Please respect the privacy and intellectual property rights of 
others when using the Local Intelligence Hub and attribute 
data sources when using them. Movement or privately 
flagged data is not to be published publicly unless it is 
already in the public domain. 

If you are unsure about what can or cannot be used publicly, 
please get in touch with us at 
localintelligencehub@theclimatecoalition.org. 

Thank you for using the Local Intelligence Hub.

Terms of use

mailto:localintelligencehub@theclimatecoalition.org
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Who we are
We are the UK’s largest group of people dedicated to action against climate change. Along with our sister organisations 
Stop Climate Chaos Cymru and Stop Climate Chaos Scotland, we are a group of over 130 organisations — including the 
National Trust, Women's Institute, Oxfam, and RSPB — and 22 million voices strong. We are reaching across the UK to 
show our love for all the things we want to protect from climate change, and to ask politicians to put aside their 
differences and commit to doing whatever is necessary to protect them.

http://stopclimatechaoscymru.org
http://stopclimatechaoscymru.org
https://www.stopclimatechaos.scot/

